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Hillary’s private email server was insecure during first 3 mths as
secretary of state
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Former United States Secretary of State Hillary Clinton (Reuters / Lucas Jackson) / Reuters

For the first three months Hillary Clinton was secretary of state, her private email server was not encrypted, according to a
new report. That left her communications vulnerable while she conducted government business, including international
travel.
During her four years in office, Clinton conducted all of her state business
using a private email account administered from her family home, instead of
an official State Department domain. That revelation has raised questions
about the security of her communications.
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Kevin Bocek, vice president of security strategy and threat intelligence at
Venafi security company, wrote in a blog post that encryption was enabled on Clinton’s server in 2009, and will be enabled
through at least 2018. However, for the first three months Clinton was at the State Department ‒ January through March
2009 ‒ such encryption did not exist.
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READ MORE: Colin Powell also used personal email at State Dept., but was it illegal?
The company used “non-intrusive Internet scanning routinely performed throughout the IT security community to protect
the safety and health of the Internet” to analyze the security on Clinton’s email server during her time as the country’s top
diplomat. Specifically, Venafi looked at the digital certificates used with clintonemail.com since January 2009.
“A digital certificate is an electronic ‘passport’ that allows a person, computer or organization to exchange information
securely over the Internet,” TechTarget Network explained. “Just like a passport, a digital certificate provides identifying
information, is forgery resistant and can be verified because it was issued by an official, trusted agency.”
New U.S. Currency Law Now In Effect
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“This means that during the first 3 months of Secretary Clinton’s term in office, web browser, smartphone, and tablet
communications would not have been encrypted. Attackers could have eavesdropped on communications,” Bocek wrote.
“As well, the server would not have been uniquely identified as being clintonemail.com and therefore could have been
spoofed – allowing attackers to more easily trick an unsuspecting user of the site to hand over their username and
password or other sensitive information.”
The former secretary of state has promised critics that her email was secure.
“The system we used was set up for Pres. Clinton’s office and it had numerous safeguards,” Clinton said on Tuesday. “It
was on property, guarded by the Secret Service and there were no security breaches. So I think that the use of that server
which started with my husband certainly proved to be effective and secure.”
READ MORE: Hillary Clinton claims e-mail system installed for Bill was 'effective & secure'
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During the time the system wasn’t encrypted, Clinton traveled to China, Egypt, Israel, South Korea and other international
locations.
"It is almost certain that at least some of the emails hosted at clintonemails.com were intercepted," independent security
expert and developer Nic Cubrilovic told Gawker.
Clinton’s encryption used a commercial product from Fortinet, security experts who examined the system told Bloomberg.
Alex McGeorge, head of threat intelligence at Immunity Inc., a digital security firm, was one of them. He found that the
setup used a default encryption certificate ‒ not one purchased specifically for Clinton’s server.
“It’s bewildering to me,” McGeorge said. “We should have a much better standard of security for the secretary of state.”
Fortinet issued a statement saying it wasn’t aware the company’s technologies were used by Clinton.
“If they were, our recommendation is to replace provided self-signed certificates with valid digital certificates for the
protected domains,” said Andrea Cousens, a Fortinet spokeswoman.
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Clinton likely hired an expert to configure the communication channel for her, Tim ‘T.K.’ Keanini, chief technology officer for
network security company Lancope Inc., told Bloomberg.
But one expert ‒ or even a small team of them ‒ doesn’t compare to an entire IT department when it comes to monitoring
and security.
“There are tons of disadvantages of not having teams of government people to make sure that mail server isn’t
compromised,” McGeorge said. “It’s just inherently less secure.”
“Unless she was employing 24-by-7 advanced monitoring, protection and incident response, I just don’t see how she could
have as secure a system,” Jason Straight, chief privacy officer for UnitedLex, which advises corporations on cybersecurity
practices, told the Hill. “I just don’t see how on a day-to-day basis with all of the maintenance, monitoring and detection
that had to happen that she could have reasonably paid to have the level needed.”
READ MORE: State Dept criticized, sued over handling of Clinton-era emails
The Department of State has “no indication that Secretary Clinton used her personal email account for anything but
unclassified purposes,” Deputy Press Secretary Marie Harf said.
But that would have made little different to foreign intelligence agencies, security experts told the Hill, noting that the
National Security Agency targeted German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s personal, unclassified cell phone.
“It’s likely been something that foreign intelligence agencies have had their eyes on for many years,” Christopher
Soghoian, principal technologist for the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). said. “It’s irresponsible for the top U.S.
diplomat to be putting communications at risk in that way. After the president, Secretary Clinton was probably the highest
value target for foreign intelligence agencies.”
In fact, Germany's foreign intelligence agency intercepted at least one phone call made by Clinton, when her phone was
tapped “accidentally” while she was on a US government plane.
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Of all the flippin' inept excuses... sure the NSA had her back and much more.......
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OZ
She should be fired from any current or future governmental position and pay a very significant fine
Manning was treated somewhat differently and what Clinton did isn't that different from putting State department correspondence on Wikileaks
again.
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Message deleted
Implying anyone had access to it on the same conditions...?
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She should be fired from any current or future governmental position and pay a very significant fine
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The American dreamers society wants to say they voted for the first woman president no matter what.
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Correct me if i,am wrong, but was not Secretary of State, Al Haig 2nd in Line to become the President,and did not AL Haig do just that, when
President Regan was Shot?,So Hillary Clinton when she was US Secretary of State,and privy to top Secret communications, and the Second in
line to become the President,should anything have happened to President Obama.Just Flippantly communicated, on an unsecure, Home
server.The issue of not Disclosing that she has caused harm unto another American,which Disqualifies her,and this person is still claiming, that
she has done so, and she must prove by releasing her application publically that she has in fact stated that an incident took place, on her
application, and to show the evidence of this otherwise this person will seek an order to show cause. It is a Felony to not disclose any incident
which may have caused harm to another American, on your application, so did you disclose this lets see your application, and supporting
documentation?since it had been reported,by the news, that you finnished all the documentation some weeks ago.There had been an
agreement made between you, and this person, from Wisconsin,and if she did not stated this incident took place,upon her application to run for
the Office of the President of the United States.She must be disqualified, because that person still claims today, that she was present, when the
Harm ocurred.This same issue ocurred to Mitt Romney, when he did not claim he had given a Haircut to another man, against his will and by
force,while he was a student, in College.This person claims she has not satisfied the terms of the agreement/ contract,and that she has never
satisfied any of the terms, and has never fullfilled the intent, of this contract, and is in breech of the contract to this day.It is ilegal to enter in to a
contract knowing full well you never intended to fullfill the terms,and since you have not fulfilled any of the terms in 12 years,or paid the monies
owed to this person,in the form of cash in hand,nor have you fullfilled any other terms of the contract,you remain in breech, to the day.So you
cannot claim legally you have been given a release.
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Robin Bass
Well, what would she be afraid of, anyway?? When you have real partnerships, let's say, with "people" in the more...
Nope she isn't afraid anymore to release the scandels, she just want her soul back!
And those people smearing her realise she is willing to bring down the whole house of cards!
If she has to do it, she is fed up. She isn't a saint!
But she had enough of the smear campaign.
So might as well educated the world and America how dirty the games are.
That is why people are running scared.
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A small number of hackers got their hands on some of Hillary's private love pics. One died instantly. The rest is still in hospital.
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Can we please shun this piece of sh!t hippie b!tch already. She is freaking disgusting.
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Well, what would she be afraid of, anyway?? When you have real partnerships, let's say, with "people" in the Middle East, I don't think she
would be too concerned what leaked out to the "usual suspects"?
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